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In this work we consider two partial differential operators. We define a generalized Radon transform and its 
dual associated with these operators. We determine function spaces on which these transforms are permuta- 
tion or transmutation operators. Next we give applications to polynomials on the open unit disk of @ which are 
eigenfunctions of the preceding partial differential operators. 
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0. Introduction 
We put 
u,” =]o, 24, QR = [O, 24) lEN*, u;=v;=lR, 
U,c={(z~CIRez~]0,2~l[}, U,c={t~~)Rez~[O,2~l]}, lEN*, 
u()c=q=c. 
We consider the partial differential operators 
;) 
a2 1 a2 
L, = ---# + [(2a + 1) cotg 8 - tg e] $ + - - - 
c0s2e a+2 
(a + q2, 
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Remark 0.1. For (Y = q - 2, q E N, q > 2, and 4 E Urn, the operators L,, L, + ((Y + 112 and the 
identity generate the algebra D(G/K) of all differential operators on G/K which are invariant 
on the left by G, where G = U(q) is the group of unitary transforms of C4 and K = U(q - 1). 
We define in this work a generalized Radon transform and its dual associated with the 
operators L,, L,. We prove that these transforms are permutation operators, and we deter- 
mine function spaces on which they are injective and bijective. (For other partial differential 
operators, see [4].) 
Next, we consider the eigenfunctions of the operators L,, L, which are polynomials on the 
open unit disk of UZ and we give applications of the generalized Fourier transform and of the 
generalized convolution product on the closed unit disk of C associated with these polynomials 
(see [l-3]). 
1. The generalized Radon transform and its dual associated with the operators L,, L, 
1.1. Integral representation of Mehler type 
The system of partial differential operators 
admits a unique solution RrL which is C” on [0, $r[ X oI’, I E N, given by 
Rc,q;?(& 4) = e -‘“+(cos B)hR$&2(~~s 20), 
with R(*? Cy pj,2 the function defined by 
R;;!b,,2(~~~ 28) =2Fl(& -p), +(p + p); (Y + 1; sin2B), 
where 
p=a+h+l, 
and 2F1 the Gauss hypergeometric function. 
Particular cases. (a) For 
AEp= 
i 
Z/l, if lEfV*, 
K if l=O, 
and ~l.=2n+IAl+a+l, HEN, 
we have 
R(Aal(e, 4) = e-i”4(cos ~)~*~R~~~*~)(cos 2e), 
where R(*~l~l),(t) is the Jacobi polynomial of degree it such that R’,“,““(l) = 1. We denote 
these funnctions RFi(e, ~$1. 
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(b) For C#J E urn, h = I m-nI,m,n~~,and~=Irn-n1+2min(m,n)+a+l,thefunc- 
tions Rr$O, 4) are polynomials on the closed unit disk D of C, denoted R$$),(cos 8 e’+>. 
These polynomials satisfy the product formulas 6) for (Y > 0, 
R’,“,\(cos 13, ei41)RE,\(cos 8, ei42) 
= 5 p%Q cos 8, cos 8, ei(+1++2)  sin 8, sin 8, 2) 
d%(Z) 
1 +J$ ’ 
(14 
where 
a+1 
drnJ z) = -(l-~~--y~)~ dx dy, if z=x+iyED; 
7T 
(ii) for (Y = 0, 
R~$(cos 8, e@l)Rjji),(cos 8, ei42) 
= &tTRgi,(cos tll cos 8, ei($l+4z) + sin 0, sin 13, ei$) d+ 
(see [l-3]). 
The function Ry$ a 2 0, A E V, ‘, 
Mehler type: (i) if & > 0, 
1 E N, p E C, admits the integral representations of 
(ii) if (Y = 0, 
where 
~(8, $) =Arg ch 
and A,, (Y 2 0, tF,, a > 0, and T,, z E @, the operators defined by 
I 
2a+3’2qa + 1) 1 
&X(gP) = 
Gr(LY + 3) 
/‘g($)(cos 2ti - cos 20)“-1’2 de,, 
(sin 0)2u 0 
if 8 E]O, +IT[, 
IO so, if 6=0, 
ch 0 -ch 4 cu-1 ds, 
tFCY(W4 = 
if 0 E]O, +w[, 
IO ho, if w=O, 
am = +[f(z + is) +f(z -is)]. 
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1.2. The generalized Radon transform and its dual associated with the operators L,, L, 
Using the representations (1.21, (1.3), we define the generalized dual Radon transform S$), 
(Y 2 0, 1 E N, associated with the operators L,, L,, by (i) if (Y > 0, we have for 8 E [0, $T[ and 
2 E T&c’, 1 E N: 
Y?(f>(k 2) = ( cm G%&bZ(f(~~ Ns)lG4~~ $)))v% 
(ii) if (Y = 0, we have for 8 E [0, $r[ and z E ulc’, I E N: 
zP(f)(e, z) = QZ(f(~, 9)(46 *))I(% 
where f($, z) is continuous on ] - $r, $ T[ x C, even with respect to 4. For 1 E N *, we 
suppose furthermore that for all s E R, the function 4 +f($, 4 + is) is 2nZ-periodic on [w. 
Notations 1.2. We denote by CT.1 - $T, 3 T[ x a,“>, 1 E IV, the space of functions f(t?, z> which 
are even and C” with respect to 0 on I- $T, 3 T[ and entire on C with respect to z. For 
I E N*, we suppose furthermore that for all s E Iw, the application 4 +f(S, $J + is) is 2TZ-peri- 
odic on k!. 
We denote by s-,(1 - $r, i T[ x u,c>, I E N, the space of functions f(0, z> which are even 
and Cm with respect to B on ] - $r, $T[, entire on @ with respect to z, and such that for I E N, 
the application 8 +f(e, z) is of compact support; for I E N*, the application 4 +f(e, 4 + is> 
is, for all s E [w, 2nZ-periodic on [w; for I= 0, there exists R > 0 such that 
f(e,&+is)=O, foralleE[O,$r[, SER, )+)>R. 
Proposition 1.3. We consider a function g in CT(l - ia, $r[ x @“I, 1 E N and a function f in 
9*(1- in, + T[ x u,“), 1 E N. Then we have (i) for cr > 0 and I E N, 
2* cos e)vagf(ey Ns)](4% Icl>)lw)l W4) d+, 
where 
A,(e) = 2 xU+l)(sin e)*“+’ cos 8; 
(ii> for (Y = 0 and I E N, 
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with 
A,(8) = 2 sin 20 and d@,(4) = 
iflEN*, 
(dh ifl=O. 
The operator ?4,, (Y > 0, is defined by 
tMh)(ti) = 
23(a+1’zqa! + 1) 7F/2 
&I+ + ;) 
/, h($)(cos 2+ - cos 28)*-l’* sin 28 de. 
We call the operator ‘Z?$, (Y 2 0, 1 E N, a generalized Radon transform associated with the 
operators I,,, L,, if it is defined by (i) if (Y > 0, we have for $ E LO, $r[ and z E ulc:, 1 E N: 
tz$)(f )(4, 2) =xJFa[(22 ~0s C%f(k -))(s)](46 (lr)))(ti); 
(ii) if (Y = 0, we have for $ E [O, $rr[ and z E uIc:, 1 E N: 
‘%YVf )W, 4 = %{~*(f (07 W44 WK~>* 
Theorem 1.4. (i) The operator S?$, o > 0, 1 E N, satisfies the following permutation relations: 
I 
L,z$)( f )(e, 4) = 2:‘) [$f,,. $6 4, 
L,,,~:Yf >(e, 4) = ~?(L,,,f(k Y + is>)@4 44 
fEC”,(]-$T, +lT[x&9, ZEN. 
(ii) The operator ‘S?$‘), (Y 2 0, 1 E N, satisfies the following permutation relations: 
( 
x:t)(L2,e,yf(6 7 + is))(& 4) = $‘~$Yf )W 4>, 
f*t)(L,,,f(k Y + is))(k 4) =L,,,‘~3f )W 44, 
f E9*(] - ;7F, +T[ x u,“>, 1 E N. 
1.3. Inversion formula and Plancherel theorem for the generalized Fourier transform associated 
with the operators L,, L, 
We define the generalized Fourier transform, associated with the operators L,, L,, of a 
function f in LS,(] - $T, $r[ X a,“>, 1 E N, by 
VAEV,“, ZEN, nEN, 
%(f )(A, n> = /+‘I_ f(k 
0 QW 
+)R!$(k W,V4 dot@) de. (1.4) 
For a function f in ~~*(l&r, &T[ X I!?,“>, 1 E N, we have 
VA EI/‘, ZEN, nEN, %(f )(A, n) = ~O(t~:rYf )(6 +))(A, n), 
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where Flo, 1 E N, is the classical Fourier transform defined by 
VA E T/IR, [EN), IZEN, 
STlO(f)(A, n> = LT’2/UPf(& 4) cos P&J e-‘“” d+$) dk 
with 
/_&,=2!z+IA( +a+1. 
We put for A E I/I’, 1 E N, y1 E N: 
/?(A, n) = ~T’2~R(,UT’h’)(cos 2B)124&B) d0, 
where 
&Y.lhl(@ = 2 
2(0l+lhl+l)(sin ~)2”+1(cos ~)2’h’+1a 
Notations 1.5. We denote by L2@, $IT[ x fit”, A,(8) daJ+) de), 1 E N, the space of square 
integrable functions on IO, $1 X U, Iw 1 E N, with respect to the measure A,(B) duJ$) de, , 
1 E N. 
We denote by L2(VlR x N, dy,(h, n)), 1 E N, the space of square integrable functions on 
V,” x N, 1 E N, with respect to the measure dy,(A, n>, 1 E N, given by 
L 
K2(A, n)6, ~3 a,,, if IEN*, 
dy,(A, n) = K2(A, IZ) dA ~ s 
2T n, 
if I=O, 
where 6, is the Dirac measure in the point a. 
Theorem 1.6. (i) For the generalized Fourier transform Y[, 1 E N, we have for a function f in 
sa*(l - $r, ; T[ x U,“), 1 E N, an inversion formula 
qe, 4) E] - +, ;T[ x UI’W, 1 E N, 
f(e, 4) = c / F[(f)(A, n)@?,,(k 4) ‘ix@, n); 
n E N Ylw 
and a Plancherel formula 
/T/2/ 
0 r7[” 
(f(e, +)[“A,@) dq(4) de = c j- k(f )(A, n) I2 %A, n). 
n E N VI” 
(ii> The generalized Fourier transform Xl, 1 E N, can be extended to an isometric isomorphism 
of the Hilbert space 
L2(]0, &-r[ x i?*“, A,(0) dg&) de), 1 E N, 
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onto the Hilbert space 
L2(K’ x N, dy,(A, n)), 1 E N. 
1.4. P&y- Wiener theorem for the generalized Fourier transform associated with the operators L,, 
L, 
Notations 1.7. (i) We denote by W$(V,’ X C>, 1 E N, the space of functions F defined on 
VtCxXa=, IEN, such that (a> for ZEN*, the function l+ F(A, J) is, for all A E VI”, even and 
entire on @; (b) for I= 0, the function (A, 5) + F(A, <) is entire on C2 and even with respect to 
l; (c) for 1 E N we have 3R, E [O, $r[, R, E [O, +m[, V’s E [w, Vp E N, 
SUP (1+)A/2+~~12)p~F(A,~)~exp{-sReA+R,~ImA~+R,~Im~~}~+~. 
(A, 5Nv,“Xa) 
(ii) We denote by W (~)O<V~c x C), 1 E N, the space of functions in W$(I/,’ x C>, 1 E N, 
satisfying condition (c) wit6 s = 0. 
(iii) We denote by &‘(V,” X N), 1 E N, (respectively &‘&V~ X N), 1 E N) the space of functions 
g(A, n) defined on V,” x N, 1 E N, such that there exists a function F in W($(V,’ X C), 1 E N, 
(respectively W ($,(V,” X C), 1 E N), satisfying  
g(A, n> =F(A, PCL,), with ~~=2~1+\A\+(~+l. 
Theorem 1.8. The classical Fourier transform Flo, 1 E N, is bijective 
(i) from S&*(] - $r, +K[ X U,@3, 1 E N, onto &(I$” X NO, 1 E N; 
(ii) from 9* (1 - $r, $r[ X U,“), 1 E N, onto tio(I/IIw X N), 1 E FV. 
Theorem 1.9. The generalized Fourier transform F,, 1 E N, is bijective from 9* (I - $r, 
+[ X U,“), I E N, onto J&V,’ X N), 1 E N. 
Corollary 1.10. (i) The generalized Radon transform f + ‘Z~“< f >($, z), (Y > 0, 1 E N, is bijective 
from _9*(] - $IT, ir[ X IQ”>, 1 E N, onto itself. 
(ii) The generalized Radon transform f + ‘Z$“( f I($, 41, (Y 2 0, 1 E N, is injective but not 
surjective from .9,(1 - +IT, + 7~[ X U,“), 1 E N, onto SB* (I- +IT $T[ X U,“>, 1 E N. 
Corollary 1.11. (i> The transform f + ‘S?$)( f >(+, c,A + is>, CY 2 0, 1 E N, is a transmutation 
operator of L,, L, into a/84, a2/ae2 f rom $.3*(] - $r, +rr[ X U,“), 1 E N, onto itself. 
(ii) The transform f + ‘Z$“( f >($, 42, (Y > 0, 1 E N, is a permutation operator of L,, L, into 
a/a6 WW f rom S* (I- $rr, &r[ x UtC:>, 1 E N, into ~3* (I- &r, $rr[ X et”>, 1 E N, but it is not 
a transmutation operator. 
2. Applications to the polynomials on the closed unit disk of C, associated with the operators 
LIT 4 
In this paragraph we consider the polynomials R(,n,L, (Y > 0, on the closed unit disk D of C, 
which are inside of D a particular case of the functions RyA, (Y > 0. For the generalized 
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Fourier transform on D associated with these polynomials, which is a particular case of the 
generalized Fourier transform (1.4), we prove an inversion and a Parseval formula and 
Paley-Wiener theorems. Next using the product formula (1.1) for the polynomials R(,q),, (Y > 0, 
we define a generalized convolution product on D, associated with the operators L,, L,, and 
we study the convolution semi-groups on D, associated with the operators L,, L,. 
2.1. Generalized convolution product on D associated with the operators L,, L, 
Using the relation (l.l), we associate with each z in D an operator T, on the space C(D) of 
continuous functions on D by the relation 
where 
a+1 
dm,(5) = -(l-~*--y’)~ dx dy, if [=x+iyED. 
7r 
The operator T, is called generalized translation operator on D, associated with the operators 
L,, L,. 
The generalized convolution product on D, associated with the operators L,, L,, of two 
functions f and g in C(D), is defined by 
Provided with this generalized convolution product the space L:(D), (Y > 0, of integrable 
functions on D with respect to the measure dm,, is commutative Banach algebra (see [1,3]). 
2.2. Convolution semi-groups on D associated with the operators L,, L, 
The generalized Fourier transform on D, associated with the operators L,, L,, of a bounded 
nonnegative measure on D, is defined by 
Vm, nEN, F(p)(m, n> = / R&(z) 444 
D 
The function 9-(p) is positive definite, i.e., for all polynomials P(z) = C,,,C,,, R’,q’,(t) we 
have 
VZED, P(z)>O* zC,,,F(p)(m, n)&O. 
m,n 
On the other hand, if 4 is a positive definite function on N X N, then there exists a bounded 
nonnegative measure on D such that 
Vm, nEN/, $(m, n) =F(b+m, n). 
Let btlt a o be a convolution semi-group on D, associated with the operators L,, L,, i.e., a 
family of nonnegative measures on D satisfying 
/ 
dp.,<l, ,!~~=6r, lim pt=6r (vaguely) 
D t+O 
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and 
rut * EL, = Pt+s, 
where pt * CL, is the generalized convolution product on D, associated with the operators L,, 
L,, of the measures pt and ,u,, defined by 
rut * /4(f) = jJp(r) h-44 +-%(a fE W)* 
For this convolution semi-group we have 
Vrn,?zEIV(, 9(pt)(m, n) = e-t+c(m,n). 
The function $ is negative definite, i.e., $(O, 0) 2 0, and for all polynomials P(z) = 
C,,,C,,,R',"',(z) we have 
&I P(z) =P(l) = 0 = c Cm,n$+7z, n) > 0. 
m,n 
Theorem 2.1. Let + be a function on N X N. The following properties are equivalent. 
(i) + is negative definite. 
(ii) $(O, 0) 2 0 and for all t > 0, e- ‘@(v) is negative definite. 
(iii) There exists a generalized Laplacian L, i.e., a linear form on the space of C-functions on 
[w2 satisfying 
FEY f(z)=f(l)>O*L(f)<O, 
such that 
ti(m, n) = -L(R’m”,\) 
(see [1,31). 
2.3. Parseval formula and Paley- Wiener theorems for the generalized Fourier transform on D, 
associated with the operators L,, L, 
Notations 2.2. We denote by L:(D), (Y > 0, the space of square integrable functions on D with 
respect to the measure dm,. 
We denote by 9(k, X N) the space of rapidly decreasing complex sequences on k, x IV. 
We denote by P’(fV X N) the space of slowly increasing complex sequences on FV X N. 
We denote by a(D) the space of restrictions to D of Cm functions on R2. 
We denote by k?‘(D) the space of distributions on R2 with support in D. 
We put 
N((Y, m, n) = )I RE,\IIii = 
(m+n+ck+l)T(m+~+l)r(n+~+l) 
m! n! r((-Y + 2)r(c~ + 1) ’ 
Theorem 2.3. For the generalized Fourier transform 9 on D associated with the operators L,, L, 
we have (i> an inversion formula 
f(z) = 5 N(a, m, n)F(f )(m, n)R(,“,),(z); 
m,n=O 
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the conuergence is in L:(D), LY > 0; and (ii) a Parseval formula 
/ IfW’ dm,(z) = 2 N(w m, n)iF(f )(m, 41’. 
D m,n=O 
Theorem 2.4. The generalized Fourier transform S+- on D associated with the operators L,, L, is 
an isomorphism (i> from 877(D) onto Y(N X N>; (ii) from Z?‘(D) onto Y’(N X N) (see [3]). 
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